CONSULTATION, COMMAND, CONTROL, COMMUNICATIONS, AND INTELLIGENCE

C4I DTF

• Highlights from this Meeting:
  – Data Centric Security @ NATO Presentation (ASMG)
    • IEF RA being evaluated as NATO DCS RA
    • Call for support to develop the follow-on standards
  – Virtualized Test Environments Presentation (Jack Rabbit)
  – DDS Status Monitoring Presentation

• Deliverables from this Meeting:
  – ASMG presentation – c4i-21-03-01 Data Centric Security (DCS) for OMG
  – Jack Rabbit presentation – c4i-21-03-02 - Distributed Immutable Data Object (DIDO) Testing Environment
  – c4i-21-03-03 – Meeting Minutes
• **Future Deliverables (In-Process):**
  – Tactical Decisions Aids Revised Submission (May 17, 2021)
  – DDS Status Monitoring (Aug 30, 2021)

• **Liaisons**
  – MARS IEF WG
  – IEF related – DOD, NATO, DND

• **Agenda Items for the Next Meeting:**
  – Roadmap Development (Next set of projects)
  – Commercial Standard for STANAGS (RFC)
    • 4774 Confidentiality Labeling
    • 4778 Metadata Binding
  – DDS Metadata Binding for Metadata (STANAG 4778 addition)